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Abstract—This paper outlines a scalable architecture that supports datacenter-wide resource management for elastic Internet
applications in a mega data center. Our architecture includes
a scalable load-balancing fabric and provides effective knobs to
balance load among the applications, servers, access links, as
well as the load-balancing components themselves – the low-level
resource managers and switches in the load-balancing fabric.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern cloud providers are building data centers with
hundreds of thousands of servers, knowns as mega data
centers. For example, Microsoft’s data center in Chicago
can potentially pack up to 300,000 servers [1]. Mega data
centers are especially attractive to host elastic clouds, which
dynamically adjust resources allocated to applications based
on the demand and which are particularly valuable for Internet
applications where the demand is often hard to predict in
advance. In this environment, mega data centers not only
reduce the overall operating costs because of the economy
of scale, but also promise better resource utilization through
the statistical multiplexing of resource usage among the hosted
applications.
However, to fully utilize this promise requires global resource management across the entire data center. While
efficient dynamic resource management is relatively well understood for traditional data centers, the scale of mega data
centers brings new challenges. This position paper describes
these challenges and sketches a novel data center architecture
capable of meeting them. In particular, we concentrate on
supporting elastic Internet applications where demand is driven
by external client requests.
A. Challenges
With qualitative increase in scale of mega data centers,
many traditional solutions in data center management and
architectures no longer apply. We formulate some of these
new challenges below.
Scalability of resource provisioning algorithms The resource management in the data center aims to balance load
among servers and other elements, minimize application placement changes, and increase utilization of the servers (e.g.,
to conserve energy). As shown in [23], this is an NP hard
problem. A number of heuristic algorithms have been proposed
but they do not work at the mega data center scale. For
example, in the scheme in [23], the algorithm execution time
increases exponentially with the increase of the number of
managed machines and needs about half minute to create
provisioning decisions for only about 7,000 servers and 17,500

applications. Also, in [25], it takes about 30s to manage 1500
virtual machines.
One way to address this problem is to distribute these tasks
among multiple agents, either at the host level or application
cluster level, as proposed in [10], [26]. However, distributed
approaches improve scalability at the expense of the quality of
their solutions (except for some restricted settings, e.g., in the
case of content delivery networks that cache static files [24]).
Limitations of load-balancing elements Traditional data
centers commonly deploy load-balancing switches (called LB
switches here) to achieve fine-grained load balancing and
fail-over among replicated servers. According to [6], 10%
of devices in the studied data centers were load-balancing
switches. However, these switches do not scale to the demands
of a mega data center. For example, the maximum number
of external IP addresses for applications (known as virtual IP
addresses, or VIPs) and real internal IP addresses for replicated
servers (known as real IP addresses or RIPs; these can be
taken from a private address space such as the 10.0.0.0/8
block) supported by Cisco Catalyst switches are 4,000 and
16,000 respectively [12]. A naive way to support a greater
number of applications or their replicated instances is to partition the applications among multiple switches; this however,
compartmentalizes the data center resources and diminishes
the benefits of statistical multiplexing.
Variety of load-balanced resources A traditional data center
typically has a small number of access links to the Internet, often a single default link and a backup, and a fairly streamlined
internal network organization. Thus, resource provisioning
traditionally has concentrated on server load. However, a mega
data center typically has multiple Internet access links and
border routers as well as complex internal network topology,
necessitating load balancing among these components. In
particular, in this paper, given recent advances in intra-data
center network organization [2], [8], [17], we address the
issues of load balancing among Internet access links as well
as among LB switches that received less attention.
B. Approach
In this position paper, we introduce a novel data center
architecture capable of addressing these challenges. First, to
address the scalability limitations of research provisioning
algorithms, servers in the data center are divided into groups,
which we call pods. Existing solutions [23], [28] are applied
to efficiently allocate server resources to applications within
each pod. Meanwhile, to avoid compartmentalization of the
data center resources, we introduce new control knobs to
dynamically reallocate resources among the pods. This results
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in a hierarchical approach that is scalable and yet we believe
capable of approaching global optimality.
Second, we present control knobs to balance the load of
the access links and LB switches, which in addition to limited
numbers of VIPs and RIPs have a finite throughput capacity.
Finally, we sketch an architecture that ties together all the
control knobs in a coherent platform.
II. S YSTEM E NVIRONMENT
We consider a mega data center that houses a multi-tenant
cloud platform. We assume applications that implement clientfacing Internet services and that each hosted application runs
in its own virtual machine (VM); in other words, our applications roughly correspond to websites. A popular application
can be represented by multiple VM instances, in which case
the application instances are fronted by a load balancing (LB)
switch that distributes client demand among the application
instances. Each application is represented by an external
virtual IP address (VIP) that maps to the LB switch and a
set of real IP addresses (RIPs) representing all VM instances
of the application. Incoming client communication sessions are
addressed to the application’s VIP, and these sessions therefore
arrive at the switch on which the application’s VIP is configured; the switch then chooses a RIP to service this session.
For specificity, we assume the following load-balancing switch
parameters: 4,000 VIPs, 16,000 RIPs and 4 Gbps throughout
the discussion. These parameters are characteristic of Cisco
Catalyst switches [12], but our approach equally applies
to switches with other parameters. We target the mega data
centers with around 300,000 servers and 300,000 applications,
and we assume on average 20 VM instances per application.
Thus, the entire data center requires at least 300,000 VIPs
and 6M RIPs. Websites are typically structured in a multi-tier
fashion, where client-facing application servers (which could
be application servers such as Websphere or JBoss, or HTTP
servers such as Apache) communicate with backend databases
and other services. For simplicity, we focus on independent
scaling of virtual machines in this position paper. Other
research addresses co-placement of VMs that communicate
with each other [29], [13], [15], [22], [3]; our architecture can
also incorporate these ideas.
III. A RCHITECTURE
Our proposed architecture is shown in Figure 1. In this
architecture, the access network of the data center consists
of the access connection layer and the load-balancing layer.
The former provides Internet connectivity to the data center
and consists of border routers that are connected through the
access links to the access routers (ARs) belonging to the ISPs
from which the data center obtains its connectivity. The latter
consists of LB switches that are connected to the border routers
on one side and to the servers on the other. The LB switches
are connected to the servers though an existing L2/L3 switch
fabric, so that each switch can in principle (and as we will
see in Section III-B, in practice) include any server into its
load-balancing groups. Greenberg et al. [7] pointed out that
address translation most switches use to reach physical servers

across subnet boundaries sometimes conflicts with application
requirements. Patel et al. [19] address this issue by using
packet encapsulation in place of address translation, an option
offered by some products (e.g., MidoNet [16]) and readily
implementable in any OpenFlow-compliant switch. The border
routers and the LB switches are fully interconnected (most
likely through a thin layer of L2 switches) to enhance the
platform reliability. The rest of this section discusses key
aspects of this architecture in more detail.
A. Hierarchical Resource Management
In order to scale resource management to the mega datacenter dimensions, we propose a two-level hierarchical resource
management architecture where physical servers are divided
logically into groups, which we call pods1 . A server pod
manager only knows the servers and applications of its pod,
and dynamically provisions resources to applications within
its pod. For example, when detecting that the load of the
some application is increasing, it can increase the capacity of
some VMs running an instance of the application (reducing
the capacity of other applications if needed), or create more
active instances of this application on lightly loaded servers
in the same pod. Existing resource allocation algorithms, e.g.,
as proposed in [23], [28], can be applied here. The size
of a pod (the number of hosts and deployed applications)
should be small enough so that these algorithms can cope
with the pod’s scale. In our architecture, given the reported
scalability of existing resource managers [23], [28], we target
each pod to be limited to about 5,000 servers and 10,000 VMs
(whichever comes first). We say a VIP covers a pod when the
pod contains a VM whose RIP maps to this VIP. Similarly, an
application covers a pod when the pod contains an instance of
the application.
Besides pod managers, there is a datacenter-scale resource
manager (referred to later as global manager below, although
one must realize that resource management can also occur at
yet higher level – across multiple data centers) that monitors
resource utilization of all the pods and balances the load
among them. A pod can be overloaded for several reasons. It
may be overloaded due to approaching its processing capacity
limits, e.g., its servers may be overloaded with no spare
capacity within the pod for the server pod manager to resolve
the issue. A more subtle issue is that the server pod manager
itself may become “overloaded” due to too many servers and
applications in the pod, which increases the decision space
for the pod manager and slows down its resource allocation
algorithms beyond acceptable levels.
The global manager performs three key functions in our
architecture. First, as just discussed, it implements the top level
in our hierarchical resource management scheme to avoid overload of server pods. Second, it monitors and manages other
datacenter-scale resources, such as LB switches and access
links. Third, it contains the VIP/RIP manager component as
described in Section III-C.
1 These server pods should not be confused with pods and racks in a
traditional datacenter network topology. In fact, as discussed later, we assume
more advanced recently proposed topologies.
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B. Positioning the LB Switch Fabric
In this section, we provide rationale for the placement of LB
switching layers in our architecture. In traditional data centers,
LB switches are placed close, or directly connected, to servers,
which limits the number of servers they are able to reach,
increases the number of LB switches required, and compartmentalizes data center resources. The traditional architectures
accept this drawback because if an LB switch connects to a
remote server, the traffic between the switch and the remote
server will compete with other intra-datacenter traffic, and the
amount of bandwidth available for traffic between the switch
and the server will be unpredictable.
However, recent advances in data center topologies [2], [8],
[17] guarantee bandwidth between any host-pair within the
data center and provide flat address space to all the hosts.
Thus, we place LB switches close to the border and connect
them to servers through the L2/L3 switching fabric, which
we assume implements one of these modern topologies. As a
result, the LB switches can reach any host in the data center
thus providing flexibility in forming load-balancing groups. In
particular, this allows our architecture to support logical pods
for the purpose of application instance management, which are
independent of server location in datacenter network topology
structures such as racks or physical pods.
One question is whether the LB switches would become
communication bottleneck when placed at the access network.
In this regard, we first note that the LB switches just need
to process the traffic entering/leaving the data centers, which
is only about 20% of total amount of traffic according to
[8]: all intra-DC traffic flows below the load-balancing fabric.
Furthermore, the LB switches are very powerful to offer high
bandwidth capacity. For example, according to [12], Cisco LB
switches are able to process 1.25 million packets per second,
maintain 1 million concurrent TCP connections and provide 4

Gbps bandwidth when switching at layer 4. Suppose there are
300,000 applications. Even when each application is assigned
only two VIPs, the number of required LB switches is at least
300, 000 ∗ 2/4, 000 = 150, which can provide about 600 Gbps
aggregate external bandwidth. Thus this layer will not be a
bottleneck.
C. VIP/RIP Management
Many resource management mechanisms discussed below
involve reconfiguration of the LB switches to add or delete a
VIP or RIP address. In fact, given that each switch can handle
a limited number of VIPs and RIPs, such reconfiguration
is also needed to balance the number of VIPs and RIPs
configured on each switch.
To utilize LB switches (an expensive resource) to the
fullest, our architecture makes all the LB switches available
as globally shared resources for all applications. Consequently,
various control elements such as individual server pod managers, as well as the global manager, can have independent
and potentially competing needs for VIP/RIP configuration.
In order to mediate and serialize all requests for VIP/RIP
(re)configuration, we assign the responsibility to process any
such requests to the global manager. Any component that
needs to update the VIP/RIP configuration at any switch
sends a request to the global manager. The global manager
processes the requests sequentially according to their priority.
For each request for a new VIP, the manager identifies an
underloaded switch (i.e., one with few already-configured
VIPs and a low data throughput being handled), allocates an
unused IP address, and configures the switch with this IP
address as a new VIP. For each request for an additional RIP,
the manager considers the switches that host one of the VIPs
of the corresponding application, selects the most appropriate
switch with spare RIP capacity (according to some policy that
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is orthogonal to the architecture we discuss here; e.g., the
policy may take into account the current data throughput of
the switches, the number of RIPs the switch handles already,
and load on the access links carrying traffic to and from
the corresponding VIP), and configures the extra RIP on this
switch. VIP and RIP deletion is handled in a straightforward
way.
IV. C ONTROL K NOBS
In this section, we describe the mechanisms available to
control load at various platform components – servers, server
pods, LB switches, and access links. As we will see, our
architecture makes a large number of control knobs available
to both local server pod managers and the global resource
manager to manage resources across the data center. The sheer
number of these knobs increases the decision space and makes
computing proper policies more challenging. In fact, most of
the knobs affect each other, further complicating the issue. We
are investigating algorithms involved in our ongoing work.
A. Selective VIP Exposure
Data centers are connected to the access routers (ARs) of
ISPs through border routers with access links. Even traditional
data centers are often connected to multiple ISPs for the
reliability and economic concerns, and one can certainly
expect this to be the case with mega data centers – not just for
the above reasons but also to procure appropriate bandwidth.
Here, traffic engineering is necessary to: (i) avoid overloading
of any access link and (ii) control the traffic among the
different access ISPs according to the business requirements
(e.g., different link usage costs).
A naive way to implement such traffic engineering is VIP
transfer between access links: we could withdraw the routes
for some VIPs from the access routers associated with the
overloaded access links and re-advertise them at other access
routers with lightly-loaded access links. To avoid service
disruption during the transition period, we could advertise
padded autonomous system paths through the old routers
before withdrawing these routes, and only withdraw them once
no new connections come through the old routers. However,
the load balancing based on such dynamic VIP advertising is
slow and increases the number of route updates.
Instead, we propose a knob we refer to as selective VIP
exposing, which works as follows. When advertising the VIPs
to the access routers at ISPs, each VIP is only advertised
selectively to certain access routers (typically only one). Then,
the global manager can control which access router to use
for each application by dynamically configuring the platform’s
authoritative DNS system to selectively reply to DNS queries
from external clients with appropriate VIPs. For example,
referring to Figure 1, suppose a website foo.com is assigned
VIP1 and VIP2, which are advertised, respectively, at access
router AR1 through access link a and at AR3 through link
b. If link a is overloaded, the platform’s DNS can resolve
client queries for foo.com to VIP2 more frequently, causing
more traffic to go through link b. Meanwhile, the platform
can periodically withdraw blocks of unused VIPs from the

old access routers and re-advertise them through lightly loaded
access links.
With selective VIP exposing, overloaded links are relieved
as soon as DNS starts exposing new VIPs, and routing updates
are infrequent as they are decoupled from the load-balancing
decisions and occur at most once per period for each unused
VIP. The more VIPs are allocated to each application, the more
flexibility the system would have for load balancing over the
access links. However, too many VIPs per application increase
the number of LB switches due to the limited number of VIPs
a switch can handle, which translates into higher cost. In our
current work, we assign three VIPs per application on average (popular applications are assigned more than unpopular
applications) by default. The tradeoff between the flexibility
for load balancing and the number of LB switches will be
evaluated quantitatively in our ongoing work.
B. VIP Transfer Between LB Switches
Changes in demand for various applications can lead to a
situation where an LB switch hosting VIPs of newly popular
applications approaches its throughput limit (4Gbps). The
global manager must rectify this situation by balancing the
load among the LB switches. Selective VIP exposing mentioned above can also be applied here – the global manager
can instruct DNS to expose only the VIPs of the applications
configured at lightly-loaded LB switches and transfer the VIPs
from overloaded LB switches when detecting that clients no
longer are using them. In addition, our architecture allows
an internal reassignment of VIPs without external router readvertisements. Given that every LB switch connects to every
border router, a VIP can simply be moved from the overloaded
to an underloaded LB switch. Many LB switches (including
the Cisco units we are considering here) allow programmatic
reconfiguration to enact such transfers. The border router will
be notified of this change so that future packets will arrive at
the new LB switch, but no access routers are involved in the
transfer. We refer to this mechanism as dynamic VIP transfer.
Note that, similar to selective VIP exposure, a VIP cannot
be blindly transferred from one LB switch to another: while
the VIP is in use by ongoing TCP sessions, packets of the same
TCP session must arrive to the same RIP, and only the original
switch knows this RIP. The global manager can increase the
likelihood of a pause by using selective VIP exposing first
to stop directing new clients to it. Although some clients will
continue using this VIP in violation of time-to-live of old DNS
responses [18], [4], the overall subsided usage will increase the
likelihood of a pause to enact the transfer.
C. Server Transfer Between Pods
As mentioned above, pods are formed logically by the
configuration of IP address of the servers and their hosted
VMs, which enables a flexible knob for resource reallocation
among the pods.
When the global manager detects an overloaded pod due to
the pod’s processing capacity, the global manager can allocate
more resources to the pod by transferring servers from lightly
loaded pods. To this end, it requests the server pod managers in
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the donor pods to vacate some servers (remove any application
instances running there). The vacated servers can then be
handed to the server pod manager of the recipient pod.
While applying this strategy, the global resource manager
must avoid ”elephant” pods. Some applications in a given pod
may become so popular that the global resource manager may
add a large number of servers to the pod. As discussed earlier,
this can hamper the operation of the server pod manager.
When the pod manager becomes the bottleneck, the global
manager can transfer servers – in this case along with its
deployed application instances – out of the pod thus reducing
the decision space for the pod manager to compute its local
resource allocation policy.

capacity adjustment. Note that to use this knob, the pod
manager needs to be aware of which VIPs its RIPs are mapped
to, and enact weight adjustment through requests to the global
manager, which ensures that the total weight of the RIPs in
the pod remains the same and therefore the load on other pods
is not affected.
One advantage of this knob is that the resultant change can
occur quickly, leading to highly agile resource management.
Indeed, configuring the load balancing switches takes only
several seconds [20], [28]. At the same time, this knob can
redistribute the load among the pods only when they are
covered by a common VIP, and within a pod only when it
contains multiple RIPs mapped to the same VIP. We expect at
least the latter to be a common case.

D. Dynamic Application Deployment
Besides adding more resources to busy pods, another way to
relieve a pod that is overloaded due to processing capacity constraints is to migrate or replicate applications to underloaded
pods. This knob is enabled by recent advances in efficient
virtual machine migration [25], [14] as well as the ability to
configure load-balancing switches programmatically with new
RIPs. Similarly, if an underutilized application covers many
pods, the global resource manager can remove unnecessary
instances of this application from the busier pods.
Again, the global resource manager must avoid elephant
pods here, since an underutilized pod can receive many
applications, which can overload and slow down the server pod
manager beyond acceptable levels. Yet another consideration
is that the number of application deployments and removals
must be minimized as these operations are resource-intensive
and can create turbulences in the platform operation.
E. VM Capacity Adjustment
A lighter-weight alternative to cloning or migrating a VM
is to simply readjust VM capacity among the VMs co-located
on the same physical server. Common VM monitors, e.g.,
VMWare ESX, allow VMs to be allocated hard slices of physical resources such as CPU cores and capacity share, memory,
and bandwidth share. Further, these slices can be adjusted
programmatically and, for many guest operating systems, “on
the fly”—without needing a reboot [5]. By adjusting these
slices, a server pod manager can reallocate server resources
among the applications hosted within its pod.
F. RIP Weight Adjustment
Load-balancing switches also allow programmatic change
to the weights they use in their load-balancing algorithms
when they distribute the traffic coming to a VIP among the
corresponding RIPs. If a VIP covers multiple pods, the global
manager can adjust the load among the pods due to this VIP
by updating the weights of the corresponding RIPs at the
LB switch where the VIP is configured. For a VIP that has
multiple RIPs within one pod, this pod’s local manager can
adjust these RIPs’ weights to balance the load of servers within
the pod. In particular, such intra-pod RIP weight adjustment
is especially effective when employed in tandem with VM

V. D ISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss some issues of the proposed
architecture and sketch the solutions at high-level.
A. Scalability of LB Switch Load Balancing
As described so far, our architecture assumes that the LB
switches are managed directly by the global manager. In
particular, the global manager must consider all the switches
whenever it allocates new or reallocates existing VIPs in order
to (i) balance the traffic among the LB switches and ensure that
the number of VIPs/RIPs allocated to every switch stays within
the switches’ limits. The rationale behind this design is that
our architecture keeps the number of LB switches small: given
our target of 300K applications with 3 VIPs and 20 RIPs per
application, we need only max(((300K ×3)/4000), ((300K ×
20)/16000)) = 375 LB switches.
However, given the large number of applications, the complexity of the VIP allocation can still be high. Indeed, let
A be the number of applications hosted in the data center,
k the average number of VIPs assigned to each application,
L the number of LB switches and R the number of access
routers. Then the total number of possible ways to place the
applications among the LB switches is A ∗ Lk (note that a
switch may host multiple VIPs for the same application, and
the VIPs of the same application on the same switches are
not interchangeable), which translates to the order of 1013
states for 300K applications, 400 switches and three VIPs per
application. Depending on the allocation algorithm, managing
the load-balancing layer may potentially face a scalability
problem.
Should this become an issue, we could again resort to
a hierarchical approach to address it. We would divide LB
switches into logical pods, each managed by its own LB switch
pod manager. The global manager would allocate addresses to
LB switch pods (to be further allocated within the pod by the
pod manager) and also redistribute the switches among the
switch pods to balance their size and hence the work of the
switch pod managers.
B. Policy conflicts
Our architecture exposes a number of control knobs and
policy objectives, and different objectives may interfere with
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each other. For example, to balance the load among the
access links, the DNS system might preferentially expose the
VIPs advertised over lightly-loaded access links. However, if
these VIPs are mapped to physical servers at pods with high
utilization, we would try to reduce the amount of traffic going
through these VIPs to avoid the overload of these pods. Thus
the policies for balancing the load among the access links
may conflict with the policies for balancing the load among
the pods.
To resolve this conflict, we can add another layer of
LB switches (which we call the demand-distribution layer)
between the access connection layer and the load-balancing
layer. In the resulting two-LB-layer architecture, the external
VIPs of each application are configured at the LB switches at
the demand distribution layer. Meanwhile, each external VIP
is mapped to several middle-layer VIPs (m-VIPs) configured
on LB switches of the load-balancing layer. To conserve mVIPs (recall that each switch can handle only a limited number
of VIPs), all external VIPs of a given application can map to
the same set of m-VIPs. Finally, each LB switch in the loadbalancing layer with an m-VIP maps this address to a group
of RIPs configured on the servers. Note that m-VIPs and RIPs
are both private.
The two-LB-layer architecture decouples load balancing of
the access links from that of the server pods: selective VIP
exposing now affects only the access links and the LB switches
at the demand distribution layer, while load balancing of server
pods affects only the LB switches at the load-balancing layer.
Unfortunately, this benefit comes at the expense of extra load
balancing switches at the demand distribution layer. Due to
the the high price of the LB switches, we are investigating
efficient algorithms and mechanisms based on the architecture
of Figure 1 in our ongoing work.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Several new architectures for data centers have been proposed [2], [17], [8]. These approaches concentrate on intraDC networks. By guaranteeing bandwidth between any hostpair within the data center and providing flat address space to
all the hosts, these approaches provide a foundation for our
work. The approach in [9] suggests to use common servers as
load balancing elements. Our architecture assumes hardware
switches as they are typically more reliable and require less
maintenance.
Authors in [10], [26] propose distributed approaches to
address the scalability problem in data centers. In particular,
[10] mentions a hierarchical scaling method, which envisions a
layer on top of cluster-level resource managers, each managing
up to 32 hosts and 3000 VMs. Our pods are decoupled from
physical connectivity, facilitating logical pod formation; this
allows much larger pods and dynamic transfer of servers
among the pods. Further, unlike the above works, we consider
the scalability of load-balancing fabric itself as well as load
balancing among access links of the data centers.
In addition to maximizing utilization, energy is another
objective in resource management that has received significant
attention (e.g., [27], [11], [21]). Balancing energy and performance considerations adds further complexity to resource

management algorithms; however our general architectural
framework fully applies to this resource management aspect.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper outlines a scalable architecture that supports
datacenter-wide resource management for elastic Internet applications in a mega data center. Our architecture includes a
scalable load-balancing fabric and provides effective knobs to
balance load among the applications, servers, access links, as
well as the load-balancing components themselves – the pod
resource managers and switches in the load-balancing fabric.
In the future, we plan to investigate algorithms for the resource
management in this environment.
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